


We work with dedicated professionals, employees,

trades and individuals that share a common goal of

providing the best quality product and service. We also

work diligently to learn our clients’ needs so that we not

only meet their expectations, but exceed them. The

outcome for our clients is a project that is completed on

time, within budget and with exceptional quality.

Armstrong Steel Corp can assist owners and general

contractors with numerous smaller tasks as well as

larger construction projects. Contact Armstrong Steel to

learn more about how we can help you achieve your 

metal building construction goals.

“Our team’s experience and knowledge of

construction, combined with a strong work ethic,

helps us consistently exceed our customers’

construction goals.”

Welcome to Armstrong Steel

Armstrong Steel is a global leader in prefab metal

buildings and full service commercial construction. 

Founded by seasoned construction and business

professionals, Armstrong is known for providing above

industry-standard service. With over 20 years of

experience in construction, Armstrong Steel has used its

expertise to build a successful company in the

commercial construction industry. At the heart of our

success is our dedication to construction solutions with

an emphasis on developing enduring partnerships with

customers. We want to work together to solve problems

and grow your business by delivering your building on

time and on budget. Your success is our success.

Commercial Construction Solutions:

Who is Armstrong Steel?
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• Project Coordination

• Estimating

• Financial Analysis

• Turnkey Scheduling

• Construction Planning

• Value Engineering

• Design Services

• Construction Drawings

• Permitting

• Concrete Foundations

• Steel Building Erection

• Code & Load Compliance

• Safety & Information
Management

• Project Scheduling and
Delivery



Armstrong specializes in New Build and Commercial

Construction Projects. We pride ourselves in providing

what many refer to as “the highest quality metal building

on the market”. 

In this fast-paced industry, it is critical to rely on a

company with experience. Armstrong Steel has a vast

amount of experience with commercial construction

projects. From a small new build to a large commercial

project, Armstrong Steel has the level of experience that

helps owners and general contractors meet their goals.
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Armstrong’s Build Team



Armstrong Steel clients keep coming back because they

know they will find the lowest prices around on the

buildings that match their lifestyle.

We also see opportunities to help people live better

beyond the walls of our steel buildings. That is why we

support causes that are important to our communities,

like education, and why we are working hard to do our

part in protecting our planet and conserving natural

resources for generations to come. By working closely

with our communities and suppliers, we can reach beyond

just our customers to help improve the lives of people

around the globe.

Saving people money so they can live better is at the

heart of everything we do. Simply put, helping people live

better is more than something we do, it’s who we are.

Saving money is a means to helping our customers live

better. By offering the best possible prices on the steel

buildings our customers need, we can help them afford

something a little extra.

Saving people money to help them live better was the

goal our founder envisioned when he established

Armstrong Steel Corporation.

We continue to deliver that promise to business owners,

builders, engineers, developers, corporate purchasing

directors, congregations, homeowners and architects. It’s

the focus that underlies everything we do at Armstrong.

We know that price matters to our customers, whether

they live in the United States, Central America, or Canada.

That’s why we offer the best quality steel buildings at the

lowest prices to all of our clients.

We also look at savings that go beyond our steel building

prices. For example, we are working with our suppliers to

introduce more energy efficient products that save

customers money for years to come.
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Saving You Money



Armstrong Steel has years of experience helping

businesses and organizations to construct commercial

steel buildings facilities that will attract customers and

increase revenue. In today’s world, we recognize that

growing companies cannot afford extended downtime

while in production, the result of construction setbacks.

Thus, our approach is well-suited to tackle metal

commercial building construction projects in the most

efficient means possible ensuring companies remain

accessible and productive. Armstrong Steel’s commercial steel buildings are fully

customizable and are built to last a lifetime. Our steel

commercial buildings cost much less than buildings made

from other materials.

Commercial 
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Armstrong Steel has a worldwide reputation for

designing, constructing and installing industrial steel

buildings on a small and large scale.

Being a leading name in industrial steel building

construction, we value performance and ensure that the

highest quality AMERICAN steel is used in making our 50

year steel building structures.

Quality and service are first and foremost in the steel

industrial building construction business, therefore

Armstrong Steel strives to maintain world-class

manufacturing standards when it comes to its structures.

Industrial
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You don’t have to know much about us to know we’ve

always been great endorsers of faith-based projects like

steel Church buildings. It’s the reason our list of steel church

building construction projects is so long, and it’s the reason

we believe Armstrong Steel has continued to be blessed

with success. We are unique in that we believe a metal

building church shouldn’t look and feel ominous like a

funeral home. Thus we strive to build ecclesiastical facilities

that reflect the genuine spirit of the congregation within.

Over the past few years, Armstrong has become a

recognized leader in steel and metal building church

construction. Why? We know what we’re doing. Armstrong

focuses on building Christian worship facilities. As a

group, we are sensitive to the pressures felt by church

pastors and their respective church building committees

during the metal building church design process. We

recognize that each church community has a different

vision for their facility and we are here to make the steel

building church design and construction processes easier

on you without changing your purpose.

Religious
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Each Armstrong hangar building is individually
engineered and designed to meet all requirements, as well
as local building codes to keep your airplanes and
helicopters sheltered from the elements. When it comes
to designing your new aviation building or airplane
hangar, trust Armstrong Steel.

Aviation 
Armstrong continues to deliver the highest quality hangar
on the market. Armstrong Steel hangars can be designed
to your exact specifications, to house your specific aircraft.
Column free interiors provide for uninhibited floor space
and high eave heights accommodate even the largest of
aircraft. Armstrong Buildings can be engineered to
accommodate bi-fold, bi-parting, stack leaf and bottom
rolling doors.



Armstrong Steel continues to deliver the highest quality
pre-engineered metal buildings to trucking professionals
throughout North America. Armstrong Buildings pre-
engineered trucking facilities are designed to meet all of
your transportation business requirements including:

Armstrong trucking buildings are shipped direct and erect
in far less time than it takes to construct a depot from
brick, stone, or wood.

Trucking

• Distribution

• Transportation

• Delivery

• Truck Wash Facilities

• Vehicle Storage

• Logistics Operations

• Maintenance Depots

• Unloading Facilities
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Self Storage
Armstrong Steel Storage metal buildings are fully

customizable and are built to last a lifetime. Our

buildings cost much less than buildings made from other

materials. Let Armstrong Steel show you how to save on

overall costs, construction, and time by opting for a steel

storage building.
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Armstrong Steel is a leading supplier of high quality

agricultural steel buildings in North America. We

specialize in the design and construction of all types of

agricultural buildings and because our buildings are

extremely durable, they are well suited for agricultural

purposes. Our clear span design of up to 300 ft provides

secure and protective housing space for livestock and

serve as storage buildings for agricultural production,

equipment and machinery. Armstrong Buildings are

erected in less time at significant savings over

conventional construction.

Agricultural 
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Look Inside an Armstrong  Steel Building

1) Eave Strut*

2) Frame Rafter

3) Ridge Cap 

4) Rake Trim 

5) Corner Column

6) Endwall Girt* 

7) Framed Opening Jamb* 

8) Endwall Rafter

9) Corner Trim 

10) Sidewall Girt*

11) Frame Column

12) Purlins*

13) Eave Trim/Gutter

14) Framed Opening Jamb*

15) Jamb Trim 

16) Framed Opening Header*

17) Door Head Trim

2

3

4

5 6*

7*

8

9

10*
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12*
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14*

15

16*

17

1*

*PRE GALVANIZED Purlins, Girts and Door Jambs protect against red rust during and after metal building

construction. Galvanization extends the life of your project and the appearance. Our cleaner, brighter

product also features lower maintenance costs.
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Armstrong Steel’s projects are “built” on-screen by in-

house detailers before the plans are released for

fabrication. The details of the acquisition, fabrication and

inventory of each piece of steel are electronic and shared

with all departments, ensuring consistency. Your

Armstrong Building is laser precision engineered so the

holes line up in the right spots every time. Our complex

metal building inventory systems number and track each

piece of steel from fabrication at the mill through delivery

to your site. Onsite, environmentally-controlled painting

facilities apply the finishing touches to every piece of your

steel building structure without adding cost to your metal

building project. Because Armstrong Steel’s metal

building systems are controlled end-to-end, we also

minimize the release of solvent waste into the

environment.

Precision Manufacturing

Armstrong has taken what was once a manual, tedious
exercise and streamlined production into several
electronic formulas. Our facilities utilize laser precision
engineering. In doing so, we save you money and
aggravation. We deliver steel buildings that are faultless,
something the manual process of yesteryear could not.
Plus the mathematical checks and balances inherent in
our sophisticated computer programs proof out errors
before they become issues. Before an Armstrong Steel
building is bolted and clad, the structure is “built” on a
computer screen using a three-dimensional structural
steel modeling program. Pre-set macros show detailers
precisely where bolt connections are required to be made
on steel beams to ensure structural integrity.

Quality Control 
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Armstrong Steel’s guiding principles are based on

integrity, accuracy, and an attention to detail. The

estimate you receive from Armstrong Steel, whether it be

a steel building turnkey project or a workshop, will be

clear and thorough. Steel is a commodity so prices

fluctuate frequently. Your estimate will provide you with a

“good through” date as your price is affected when the

mills change steel pricing. Your Armstrong representative

can explain how to go about locking in your steel price

prior to any impending increases.

Estimating

Armstrong Steel Corporation has long provided a Steel

Building Design Service for our clients, the Conceptual

Graphic Rendering Package. These packages are ideal for

group presentations to your city, county, building

department, municipality, church congregations and

boards, investor groups, business partners, etc. These

packages speed up the fund raising process with a

detailed and comprehensive Conceptual Rendering of

your project.

Design Services



Guaranteed on time delivery with confirmation is a feature

we stand behind. We ship steel buildings efficiently and

our promptness means we can schedule your crews more

efficiently, saving you time and money.

Efficient Scheduling & 
On Time Delivery
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Armstrong Steel assigns a Project Coordinator to your

steel building order. Your Armstrong Steel Building Project

Coordinator is located at our corporate headquarters and

comes at no additional cost to you. They stand ready to

help you select the appropriate design and outfitting of

your steel building. They can even work in conjunction

with your General Contractor and/or Architect.

Project Coordination
An Integrated Team of Project Coordinators & Builders

saves you Time & Money. It is due to Armstrong Steel’s

integrated steel building management approach that the

customer is not caught short, which happens all too often

in the construction industry. Proactively, our metal

builders work in conjunction with engineers, estimators

and architects, communicating with each other at every

step throughout your metal building construction project

to ensure that everything remains on track and accurate.

Information Management



The Armstrong Difference

Each metal building and steel building construction

project is assigned a specific Armstrong metal buildings

contact person that is accountable for ensuring the project

deadlines are met and for communicating the project’s

progress to the client. Daily Internet updates between

Armstrong Steel contacts plus company-wide instant

access—electronic or via phone—helps to ensure that you

receive up-to-the-second status reports on your project.

Accountability

We developed the Armstrong Steel process with the goal

of incorporating your architectural design and your design

objectives into the best-suited types of metal buildings &

steel buildings possible. We will recommend options your

architect may have not considered or even known were

possible in steel building construction today. This helps to

ensure that your structure comes in at a price you can

afford before the process of finish drawings and detailing

work begins.

Innovation

Armstrong Steel believes that the most important element

in any steel building construction project is

communication. The more a client knows about the

ongoing construction process, the more satisfied they will

be with their new facility. Regularly scheduled meetings

and daily Internet updates ensure all the members of the

building committee, congregation or board of directors

know the details of the project each step of the way.

Communication

Pre-engineered commercial steel buildings by Armstrong

Steel are AISC-MB and IAS Certified. Let Armstrong Steel

show you how to save on overall costs, construction, and

time by opting for a steel building solution. Get your steel

building prices today!

Certification
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